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 On  4 Q-Distances
 H IROSHI M AEHARA
 A subset  X  of a Euclidean space is called a  4 Q - set  if  d ( x ,  y ) 2 is a rational for every pair  x ,  y
 in  X .  To confirm an  N -point  4 Q -set in  R n ,  how many pairs ( x ,  y ) do we need to check ,
 provided that the  N  points are in general position? Let  s ( n ,  N ) denote the minimum number of
 pairs we need to check . We show that :
 (1)  s ( n ,  N )  5  ( N 2  ) for  N  <  n  1  2 ;
 (2)  s ( n ,  n  1  3)  5  (  n  1  3 2  )  2  1 ;
 (3)  s ( n ,  n  1  4)  5  (  n  1  4 2  )  2  4 ;
 (4)  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  <  s ( n ,  N )  <  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2( N  2  n  2  1) / 3  .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 A subset  X  of a Euclidean space is called a  4 Q - set  if the square-distances among the
 points in  X  are all rationals . The set of all rational points in the  n -dimensional
 Euclidean space  R n  is denoted by  Q n .  Every subset of  Q n  is obviously a  4 Q -set .
 Conversely , every  4 Q -set is congruent to a subset of  Q m  for some  m .  More precisely ,
 the following holds [3] :
 Any  4 Q -set in  R n  is congruent to a subset of  Q 3 n 1 1
 It is also known [3] that any finite  4 Q -set in  R n  is similar to a subset of integer-lattice
 Z 2 n 1 1  of  R 2 n 1 1 .  Thus  4 Q -sets are rather interesting objects .
 An  N -point set  X  is a  4 Q -set if all (  N 2  ) pairs of  X  are  4 Q -sets . However , to confirm
 a  4 Q -set , it is not always necessary to check all pairs in the set . Then , to confirm an
 N -point  4 Q -set in  R n ,  how many pairs do we have to check , provided that the set is in
 general position? Here , a subset of  R n  is said to be in  general position  if every  k  1  1
 points of the set span a  k -dimensional simplex for  k  <  n .  To consider such a problem
 let us introduce a few definitions .
 A  4 Q - embedding  of a graph  G  5  ( V ,  E ) in  R n  is an embedding  c  :  V  5  R n  such that :
 (a)  c  ( V  ) is in general position , and
 (b)  u y  P  E  é  u c  ( u )  2  c  ( y  ) u 2  P  Q .
 The point-set  c  ( V  ) is also called a  4 Q -embedding of  G .  A  4 Q -embedding  X  ( 5 c  ( V  ))
 of a graph  G  5  ( V ,  E ) in  R n  is  non - tri y  ial  if  X  is not a  4 Q -set . A graph  G  is called
 n - y  alid  if it admits no non-trivial  4 Q -embedding in  R n .  Thus , if a point-set  X  in  R n  is a
 4 Q -embedding of an  n -valid graph , then  X  is a  4 Q -set . A complete graph is obviously
 n -valid for any  n .  It is also clear that if a graph  G  has an  n -valid spanning subgraph ,
 then  G  is  n -valid .
 Let  s ( n ,  N ) be the minimum  size  ( 5 number of edges) of an  n -valid graph with  N
 vertices . Then , given any  N -point set in  R n  in general position , we can tell whether it is
 a  4 Q -set by checking at most  s ( n ,  N ) pairs in the  N -point set .
 Standard notations for graphs will be used freely . For example ,  P k  denotes the path
 graph with  k  vertices . For the definitions of other notations , see , e . g ., Harary [2] .
 Concerning  n -valid graphs , we obtain the following :
 (1)  Every  n -valid graph of order  <  n  1  2 is a complete graph .
 (2)  A graph of order  n  1  3 is  n -valid if its complement contains at most one edge .
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 (3)  A graph of order  n  1  4 is  n -valid if its complement contains none of the graphs
 3 K 2  , K 1 , 3 , C 4  , P 5 and 2 P 3  .
 From (3) , it follows that  K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j  is the minimum  n -valid graph of order  n  1  4 .
 On the minimum size  s ( n ,  N ) of an  n -valid graph of order  N  >  n  1  1 ,  we have the
 following :
 (4)  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  <  s ( n ,  N )  <  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2( N  2  n  2  1) / 3  .
 2 .  G ENERAL C ONSTRUCTIONS
 For two graphs  G  and  H , G  1  H  denotes their join , that is , the graph obtained from
 the disjoint union  G  <  H  by joining each vertex of  G  to each vertex of  H .
 T HEOREM 1 .  If G is not n - y  alid , then G is not  ( n  1  1)- y  alid . Furthermore , if K 1  1  G
 is not n - y  alid , then K 2  1  G is not  ( n  1  1)- y  alid .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that  G  is not  n -valid , and let  X  5  h x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m j  be a non-trivial
 4 Q -embedding of  G  in  R n .  We can choose a suf ficiently large integer  M  so that the set
 Y  5  h ( x 1  ,  M ) ,  ( x 2  ,  M 2 ) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( x m  ,  M m ) j  in  R n 1 1
 is in general position . Then  Y  gives a non-trivial  4 Q -embedding of  G  in  R n 1 1 .  Hence
 G  is not ( n  1  1)-valid .
 Next , suppose  K 1  1  G  is not  n -valid and let  h x 0  ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m j  be a non-trivial
 4 Q -embedding of  K 1  1  G  in  R n  with  x 0 corresponding to the vertex of  K 1  .  Then , for
 suf ficiently large integer  M ,  the set
 h ( x 0  ,  0) ,  ( x 1  ,  M ) ,  ( x 2  ,  M 2 ) ,  .  .  .  ,  ( x m  ,  M m ) ,  ( x 0  ,  M m 1 1 ) j  in  R n 1 1
 is in general position . It is easy to see that this set is a non-trivial  4 Q -embedding of
 K 2  1  G  in  R n 1 1 .  Hence ,  K 2  1  G  is not ( n  1  1)-valid .  h
 T HEOREM 2 .  If an n - y  alid graph is not complete , then its minimum degree is greater
 than n .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that a graph  G  is not complete and its minimum degree
 d  ( G )  5  k  <  n .  Let  y  0  ,  y  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  m  be the vertices of  G .  We may suppose that  d  ( y  0 )  5  k
 and  y  1  ,  y  2  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  k  be the neighbors of  y  0  .  Since  k  <  n ,  we can choose  m  rational points
 x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m  in  R n  so that :
 (1)  the first co-ordinate of  x i  is 0 for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  k ;
 (2)  the first co-ordinate of  x j  is not 0 for  j  5  k  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m ; and
 (3)  x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m  are in general position .
 (A rational point means a point with all rational co-ordinates . ) Now , let
 x 0  5  ( 4 2 ,  0 ,  .  .  .  ,  0)  P  R n .
 Then , the  m  1  1 points  x 0  ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x m  are in general position , and
 u x 0  2  x i u 2  P  Q  for  1  <  i  <  k ,
 u x i  2  x j u 2  P  Q  for  1  <  i ,  j  <  m ,
 u x 0  2  x j u 2  ¸  Q  for  k  1  1  <  j  <  m .
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 Therefore , the correspondence  y  i  5  x i  ( i  5  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m ) gives a non-trivial  4 Q -
 embedding of  G  in  R n .  Hence  G  is not  n -valid .  h
 3 .  S OME  V ALID G RAPHS
 The following lemma follows easily from the cosine theorem .
 L EMMA 1 .  Let x 1  , x 2  be two points in  R n such that  u x 1 u 2 ,  u x 2 u 2  are rationals . Then
 u x 1  2  x 2 u 2  P  Q  if the inner product x 1  ?  x 2  is a rational .
 L EMMA 2 .  Let  h o ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 1 j  and  h o ,  y 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y n j  be two point - sets of  R n , both in
 general position . Suppose that x i  ?  y i are all rationals . Then there are n  1  1  rational
 numbers  l 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  l n 1 1  such that
 l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1  5  o  and  l 1 l 2  ?  ?  ?  l n 1 1  ?  0 .
 P ROOF OF  L EMMA 2 .  Since  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 1 are linearly dependent , there are real
 numbers  l 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  l n 1 1 (not all zero) such that
 l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1  5  o .
 Since any  n  of  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 1 are linearly independent , we must have  l 1 l 2  ?  ?  ?  l n 1 1  ?  0 .
 So we may put  l n 1 1  5  1 .  Then , from the above relation , we have the equations
 l 1 ( x 1  ?  y j )  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n ( x n  ?  y j )  5  2 x n 1 1  ?  y j  ,  j  5  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .
 Since both  h x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n j  and  h  y 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y n j  are linearly independent , the  n  3  n  matrix
 ( x i  ?  y j ) 1 < i ,j < n  is non-singular . Furthermore , since  x i  ?  y j  are all rationals ,  l 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  l n  (and
 l n 1 1  5  1) must be all rationals by Cramer’s rule .  h
 T HEOREM 3 .  K n 1 3  2  h an edge j  is n - y  alid .
 P ROOF .  Let  X  5  h x 0  ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 2 j  be a  4 Q -embedding of  K n 1 3  2  h an edge j  in  R n  in
 which  u x i  2  x j u 2 are all rational except for  u x 1  2  x 2 u 2 .  Then we need to show that  u x 1  2  x 2 u 2
 is also a rational number . By translating  X ,  we may suppose that  x 0  5  o ,  the origin .
 Then  x i  ?  x j  are all rationals except for  x 1  ?  x 2  .  Let
 y j  5  x 2 1 j  ,  j  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .
 Then  x i  ?  y j  are all rationals . hence , by Lemma 2 , there are  n  1  1 rational numbers
 l 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  l n 1 1  such that
 l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1  5  o  and  l 1 l 2  ?  ?  ?  l n 1 1  ?  0 .
 Hence  x 1  ?  ( l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1 )  5  o ,  and hence  l 2 ( x 1  ?  x 2 ) is a rational . Since  l 2  ?  0 ,
 x 1  ?  x 2  is a rational . Thus  u x 1  2  x 2 u 2 is a rational number by Lemma 1 .  h
 C OROLLARY 1 .  If two n - y  alid graphs share at least n  1  1  y  ertices , then their union is
 n - y  alid .
 For a subgraph  G  of  K m  ,  let  K m  2  G  denote the graph obtained from  K m  by
 removing the edges that belong to  G .  By Corollary 1 , it is easy to see that  K n 1 4  2  P 4 is
 n -valid .
 T HEOREM 4 .  K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j  is n - y  alid .
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 P ROOF .  First consider the case  n  .  1 .  Let  h o ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 3 j  be a  4 Q -embedding of
 K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j  in  R n ,  where  o  is the origin . We may suppose that the inner products
 x i  ?  x j  are all rationals except for  x 1  ?  x 2  , x 1  ?  x 3  , x 2  ?  x 3 and  x n 1 2  ?  x n 1 3  .  Let  y j  5  x 3 1 j ,
 j  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .  Then  x i  ?  y j  (1  <  i  <  n  1  1 ,  1  <  j  <  n ) are all rationals . Hence , by Lemma 2 ,
 there are rational numbers  l 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  l n 1 1 such that
 l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1  5  o  and  l 1 l 2  ?  ?  ?  l n 1 1  ?  0 .
 Then ,
 x 1  ?  ( l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1 )  5  0 ,
 x 2  ?  ( l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1 )  5  0 ,
 x 3  ?  ( l 1 x 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  l n 1 1 x n 1 1 )  5  0 ,
 from which we have
 (  p  )  5  l 2 ( x 1  ?  x 2 )  1 l 1 ( x 1  ?  x 2 )  1  l 3 ( x 1  ?  x 3 )
 l 1 ( x 1  ?  x 3 )
 5  r 1  ,
 1  l 3 ( x 2  ?  x 3 )  5  r 2  ,
 1  l 2 ( x 2  ?  x 3 )  5  r 2  ,
 where  r 1  , r 2 and  r 3 are all rationals . Let us regard (  p  ) as a system of linear equations in
 the three unknowns  x 1  ?  x 2  , x 1  ?  x 3 and  x 2  ?  x 3  .  Then , since
 det 1  l 2 l 1
 0
 l 3
 0
 l 1
 0
 l 3
 l 2
 2  5  2 2 l 1 l 2 l 3  ?  0 ,
 (  p  ) has a unique solution . Furthermore , since all the coef ficients in (  p  ) are rationals ,
 the solution must be rational . Thus  x 1  ?  x 2  , x 1  ?  x 3 and  x 2  ?  x 3 are all rationals . Hence , by
 Theorem 3 ,  h o ,  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x n 1 3 j  is a  4 Q -set .
 Now , let us settle the case  n  5  1 .  Let  h 0 ,  x ,  y ,  z ,  w j  be a  4 Q -embedding of
 K 5  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j  5  K 2 , 3  in the real line  R 1 . We may assume that  x  2 ,  y  2 ,  z 2 ,  ( x  2  w ) 2 ,
 (  y  2  w ) 2  and ( z  2  w ) 2 are all rationals . Then
 2 2 wx  1  w  2 ,  2 2 wy  1  w  2 ,  2 2 wz  1  w  2
 are all rationals . Hence we can deduce that  w ( x  2  y ) and  w ( x  2  z ) are rationals .
 Therefore ( x  2  y )  5  r ( x  2  z ) for some  r  P  Q , and hence
 (1  2  r ) x  5  y  2  rz .
 By squaring both sides , we see that  yz  is a rational . Hence (  y  2  z ) 2 is a rational . Then ,
 the set  h 0 ,  y ,  z ,  w j  can be regarded as a  4 Q -embedding of  K 4 - h an edge j  in  R 1 . Hence it
 must be a  4 Q -set . Now , by Corollary 1 ,  h 0 ,  x ,  y ,  z ,  w j  is a  4 Q -set .  h
 4 .  S OME I NVALID G RAPHS
 E XAMPLE 1 .  The following graphs are not 1-valid :
 K 4  2  2 K 2  5  C 4  ,  K 5  2  C 4  ,  K 5  2  P 5 .
 Non-trivial  4 Q -embeddings of these graphs in  R 1 are given by the following three sets ,
 respectively :
 h 0 ,  1 ,  1  1  4 2 ,  4 2 j ,  h 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  4 2 ,  2 4 2 j ,  h 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  4 2 ,  1  1  4 2 j .
 E XAMPLE 2 .  The following graphs are not 2-valid :
 K 6  2  3 K 2  and hence  K 5  2  2 K 2  ,  too  K 6  2  P 5  ,  K 6  2  2 P 3 .
 Non-trivial  4 Q -embeddings in  R 2 are given in Figure 1 .
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(√3, – √2)(–√2, √3)
(√3, – √2, 0)(0, 0)
(–√2, – √3)
(√3, – √2)(–√2, √3)
(√2, 0)
(√3, √2)
(0, 0)
(–√2, – √3)
(3, √2)(0 , √2)
(2, 1)
(3, 0)(0, 0)
(1, 1+ √2)
K6 – 3K2
(√3, √2)
K6 – P5
K6 – 2P3
_
 F IGURE 1 .
 E XAMPLE 3 .  K 7  2  2 P 3 and  K 7  2  3 K 2 are not 3-valid . Non-trivial  4 Q -embeddings in
 R 3 are given in Figure 2 .
 5 .  n -V ALID G RAPHS OF  O RDER  <  n  1  4
 Let  G m  denote a graph of order  m .
 T HEOREM 5 .  (1)  For m  <  n  1  2 , G m is n - y  alid only when G m  5  K m .
 (2)  G n 1 3  is n - y  alid  ï  G n 1 3  contains K n 1 3  2  h an edge j .
 (3)  G n 1 4  is n - y  alid  ï  The complement of G n 1 4  contains none of the following graphs  :
 3 K 2  ,  K 1 , 3 ,  C 4  ,  P 5  ,  2 P 3  .
 P ROOF .  (1) If  G m  is not complete , then  d  ( G m )  <  m  2  2  <  n .  Hence , by Theorem 2 ,
 G m  is not  n -valid .
 (2) If  G n 1 3 contains  K n 1 3  2  h an edge j , then  G n 1 3 is  n -valid by Theorem 3 .
 If  G n 1 3 does not contain  K n 1 3  2  h an edge j , then  G n 1 3 is contained in some  K n 1 3  2
 h two edges j . So , we show that  K n 1 3  2  h two edges j  is not  n -valid . If the missing two
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(2, 0, 1) (1, √3, 10)
(√6, – √2, 20)(0, √2, 0)
(1, 0, 0) (1, √3, 30)
(0, 0, 0)
(2, 0, √3) (2, √2, –2)
(3,  √6, √3)(1, √2, 0)
(1, 0, 0) (–1–2 √3, √2+ √6, 4– √3)
(0, 0, 0)
K7 – 2P3
K7 – 3K2
 F IGURE 2 .
 edges are adjacent , then the minimum degree of  K n 1 3  2  h two edges j  is  n ,  and hence it
 is not  n -valid by Theorem 2 . So , consider the case  K n 1 3  2  2 K 2  .  For  n  5  1 or 2 , then
 K n 1 3  2  2 K 2  is not  n -valid by Examples 1 , and 2 . For  n  >  3 ,  since  K 5  2  2 K 2  5
 K 1  1  ( K 4  2  2 K 2 ) , K n 1 3  2  2 K 2 is not  n -valid by Theorem 1 .
 (3) If the complement of  G n 1 4 contains  K 1 , 3 ,  then the minimum degree of  G n 1 4 is
 < n ,  and it is not  n -valid by Theorem 2 . If the complement of  G n 1 4 contains one of
 3 K 2  , C 4  , P 5 or 2 P 3  ,  then  G n 1 4 is not  n -valid by Examples 1 , 2 and 3 and Theorem 1 .
 Suppose that the complement of  G n 1 4 contains none of the graphs 3 K 2  , K 1 , 3  , C 4  , P 5
 and 2 P 3  .  Then the complement cannot contain 5 edges . If the complement contains 4
 edges , then these 4 edges must form the graph  K 2  <  K 3  .  But , in this case ,  G n 1 4 is
 n -valid by Theorem 4 . Now suppose that the complement contains only 3 edges . Then
 these 3 edges must form one of the graphs  P 4  , K 3 or  K 2  <  P 3  .  Since  K n 1 4  2  K 3 and
 K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  P 3 j  contain  K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j ,  they are  n -valid . The graph  K n 1 4  2  P 4 is
 n -valid by Corollary 1 .  K n 1 4  2  h two edges j  is always  n -valid by Corollary 1 .  h
 C OROLLARY 2 .  K n 1 4  2  h 5 edges j  is not n - y  alid .
 6 .  O N THE  S IZE OF THE  M INIMUM  n -V ALID G RAPH
 For  n  >  1 ,  let  s ( n ,  N ) denote the minimum size of an  n -valid graph of order
 N  >  n  1  1 .
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 T HEOREM 6 .  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  <  s ( n ,  N )  <  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2( N  2  n  2  1) / 3  .
 R EMARK .  s ( n ,  N ) is equal to the upper bound for  n  1  1  <  N  <  n  1  4 by Theorem 5 .
 P ROOF .  It is obvious that if a graph is  generically flexible  in  R n ,  then the graph is not
 n -valid . It is also known (see , e . g ., Asimov-Roth [1]) that if a graph of order  N  has
 size  ,  nN  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2 ,  then the graph is generically flexible . Hence we have the lower
 bound of  s ( n ,  N ) .
 Now let us consider the right-hand side inequality . Since the graph  K n 1 4  2  h K 2  <  K 3 j
 is the complete ( n  1  1)-partite graph  K (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  1 ,  2 ,  3) ,  it contains a complete graph
 K n 1 1 .
 First consider the case  N  5  N m  : 5  n  1  1  1  3 m .  Take  m  disjoint copies of the
 ( n  1  1)-partite graph  K (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  1 ,  2 ,  3) and attach them at a complete graph  K n 1 1 .
 Denote the resulting graph by  G .  Then  G  has order  N m  5  n  1  1  1  3 m .  Since each copy
 K (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  1 ,  2 ,  3)  is  n -valid , and they are attached at  K n 1 1 , G  is also  n -valid by
 Corollary 1 . The size of this graph  G  is
 u E ( G ) u  5  (3  1  3( n  1  1)  2  4) m  1 S n  1  1
 2
 D  5  3 nm  1  2 m  1 S n  1  1
 2
 D
 5  n (3 m  1  n  1  1)  2  n ( n  1  1)  1  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1  2 m
 5  nN m  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1  2 m
 5  nN m  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1  2( N m  2  n  2  1) / 3 .
 Hence the right-hand side inequality holds for  N  5  n  1  1  1  3 m .
 Next , by adding a new vertex of degree  n  1  1 to  G ,  we have an  n -valid graph of
 order  N m  1  1 .  Its size is
 u E ( G ) u  1  n  1  1  5  n ( N m  1  1)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1  2 m  1  1
 5  n ( N m  1  1)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2 m  1  2 / 3 
 5  n ( N m  1  1)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2(( N m  1  1)  2  n  2  1) / 3   .
 Hence the right-hand-side inequality holds for  N  5  N m  1  1 .
 Finally , by adding two new vertices of degree  n  1  1 to  G ,  we have an  n -valid graph
 of order  N m  1  2 ,  the size of which is
 u E ( G ) u  1  2( n  1  1)  5  n ( N m  1  2)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1  2 m  1  2
 5  n ( N m  1  2)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2 m  1  4 / 3 
 5  n ( N m  1  2)  2  n ( n  1  1) / 2  1   2(( N m  1  2)  2  n  2  1) / 3   .
 Hence the right-hand side inequality also holds for  N  5  N m  1  2 .  h
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